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About This Game

Hotline Miami is a high-octane action game overflowing with raw brutality, hard-boiled gunplay and skull crushing close
combat. Set in an alternative 1989 Miami, you will assume the role of a mysterious antihero on a murderous rampage against the
shady underworld at the behest of voices on your answering machine. Soon you'll find yourself struggling to get a grip of what is

going on and why you are prone to these acts of violence.

Rely on your wits to choreograph your way through seemingly impossible situations as you constantly find yourself
outnumbered by vicious enemies. The action is unrelenting and every shot is deadly so each move must be quick and decisive if

you hope to survive and unveil the sinister forces driving the bloodshed. Hotline Miami’s unmistakable visual style, a driving
soundtrack, and a surreal chain of events will have you question your own thirst for blood while pushing you to the limits with a

brutally unforgiving challenge.
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Title: Hotline Miami
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dennaton Games
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor:1.2GHz processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 8-compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:250 MB HD space

Additional:Microsoft Xbox 360 Controller or Direct Input compatible controller, OpenGL 2.x or better highly recommended.

English,French,German,Russian,Polish
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Russian will pay.. i want to listen. This game is my flesh and blood. I love this game. To death. This and Hotline Miami 2 are my
favourite games of all time and the soundtracks are like crack to me. 11\/10 would go on a revenge-fueled acid trip again.
It\u2019s really good game, short and fun ... nothing more to say. The game itself is fantastic. Story is cryptic and surreal, but
really engaging. It's addictive hell and handles smoothly. My only complaint is it does crash rather frequently on Windows.
Surprisingly very stable on my Ubuntu machine.. "This does put a smile on my face.". 80s murder simulator.

. Amazing Brutal Action Game set in the '80s

10\/10 Great GAME!
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Time to bust out my shoot move. Came for the soundtrack and art, stayed for the gameplay.. Hotline Miami is one of the best
2D run around and kill everyone type of games there is.

The music itself is not only very deep in detail and sound quality but somewhat hypnotizing.
I would compare the music in Hotline Miami to Payday 2's music. For some reason it blends very well with gameplay and for
me the music in both games actually helps me concentrate.

For the music alone this game is already a 5\/10 but with the gameplay, graphics story and everything combined to make the
amazing game it is I cant even put this game on a scale without it receiving a perfect rating.

10\/10 for everything about Hotline Miami. Hotline Miami is
It simply is itself, I can barely compare it to any other game I've played
At the beginning I snobbed it because I felt it was just some nonsense violent game, and I was KINDA right.
But more in the way that nonsense means hard to understand
Hotline Miami's plot is as thick and abstract\/metaphorical as it can get, and You will play 70% of the game thinking "well I'm
not getting what's this all about but hell I like it a lot.
If the story is really good the fighting system is also really fun to play and to master, mixing together in an extremely worth
gaming experience
You have no excuses it's on sale almost always and it requires about 7 hours to finish, just get it. Best game ever made, the
athmosphere is fantastic.
This game is perfect.
Just buy it.... This is my first play of a game from Dennaton Games, it's simple but it's a lot of fun. It's combat is very basic but
effective. It's a pixel art style game but this does not subtract from the game infact it works really well, it's short however it's
one of the better stories I've played recently, surprisingly. It's soundtrack though... It's just incredible. I'd definitely pick this up
if you're looking for a game that's straight to the point and fun. It's relatively short though, fair warning!. Takes a TON of skill
and is not easy in the slightest... perhaps it is average to do the minimum but to get the highest scores one must put in effort..
Wait you don't already own this? ...... I'm disappointed.
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